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Abstract This article is devoted to the questions of creation of conditions for full development of children in Uzbekistan, in particular – to providing of protection of the rights of the child. In article state activity concerning education of healthy young generation is characterized, the essence of laws and the normative documents directed on protection of interests and the rights of children is opened. The special attention is paid to support of children with limited opportunities, children from groups of social risk, the children who have lost guardianship of parents and others. In article communication of wellbeing and health of children with health of mother, a psychological situation in a family, its material security is emphasized. For this purpose in the Republic special state programs are realized.
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Education of the healthy and harmoniously developed young generation is the priority direction of a state policy of Uzbekistan in the days of independence. In the country the perfect system of legal protection of the child is created, namely:

– legislative bases of legal protection of children are created;
– organizational legal protection of the rights of the child is developed;
– the system of continuous education guaranteeing receiving by children of education is created;
– monitoring of performance of the laws concerning the rights of youth and children is carried out.

Protection of the rights of the child is reflected in a number of laws and the normative documents accepted in Uzbekistan. In from number "The family code", the Laws "About Education", "About Guarantees of the Rights of the Child", "About Prevention of Neglect and Offences among Minors" and others.

In recent years much attention is paid to questions of health protection of mother and the child, comprehensive spiritual and physical training of young generation on the basis of national and universal values, strengthening of reproductive health of the population, support of the talented, intellectually developed youth. Actual problems of creation of conditions for mass occupations of youth by physical training and sports, assistance and attention to physically disabled people, children of groups of social risk, to orphan children, children of the parents condemned and serving sentence are considered. Modern mechanisms of the effective organization of free time of children in out-of-school establishments, formations of a healthy and cultural way of life are for this purpose created.

In realization of the measures aimed at providing wellbeing of the child, formation physically and spiritually developed personality, an important role is played by the contents and effective methods of training and education.

In particular, in modern conditions the main directions of formation of the healthy and harmoniously developed personality consist in the following:

– improvement of standard and legal base on providing wellbeing of children, world promotion of the measures realized in the field of protection of interests of younger generation;
– strengthening of protection of health of mothers and children, healthy lifestyle formation;
– improvement of quality of education and education of children;
– creations of the healthy spiritual and moral atmosphere in a family, worthy conditions for education of children;
– ensuring the rights and interests of needing children on social protection;
– the prevention of offenses among children, providing objective trial of the affairs connected with protection of the rights and interests of the child.

– Realization of the called measures demands cooperation of all public institutes. In this question plays creation of the constitutional state and development in the country of democratic civil society large role.

In educational institutions children need to explain essence of the laws "About Guarantees of the Rights of the Child", "About Prevention iodine deficiency", "About Prevention of Neglect and Offences among Minors"; to explain to learners of their right and a duty, to carry out work on legal, psychology and pedagogical rehabilitation, on a protection of children from different adverse effects of "mass culture", from alien ideological currents, infectious diseases; to inspire in children danger of consequences of the similar phenomena.

To provide efficiency of implementation of legal documents, it is necessary that learners constantly studied laws available and adopted again and acts and programs in the field of legal education. So for example, in our country there is a law on provision of housing for orphan children, without parental support, high responsibility lies on those who provides educational institutions with food: this creation of conditions for high-quality food of learners, that is production of foodstuff, preparation, processing, delivery, loading and sale in educational institution.

The question about correct and qualitative food is very important in child care facilities as the prevention of distribution of diseases depends on it. Besides, at schools and other educational institutions learners gain skills of culture of food. Various actions will help to form such culture: competitions, conversations on different subjects, quizes, the Olympic Games, seminars trainings and other forms of work.

In Uzbekistan the social Program aimed at providing physical and spiritual development of younger generation, their worthy future, protection of a family, children is accepted. Within the Program it is provided:
– strengthening of legal protection of children;
– support of interests of a family and children;
– strengthening of protection of health of mothers and children;
– improvement of quality of training, education and development of children;
– support of the children needing special conditions.

For legal protection of children the Republic of Uzbekistan one of the first joined the Convention on the rights of the child of the United Nations, ratified conventions No. 138 and 182 of the International Labor Organization proclaiming restriction in use of child labor and prevention of children to a hard work. The state care of children is reflected in "The provision on full state providing the children who have remained without parental guardianship and about children's towns", "The provision on an order of submission of information on the children who have remained without supervision of parents in bodies of guardianship and guardianship", in the law "About Guarantees of the Rights of the Child".

The most pure feelings of the person, vital concepts and representations are formed in a family. Therefore a healthy situation in families, a consent between parents, the respect, and mutual understanding of family members are important factors of education is moral also physically healthy children.

Social protection of a family, motherhood and the childhood, formation of a healthy family, providing the birth of the healthy child in the families, full medical care, – all this is guaranteed by the state, – disabled people, or to children with limited opportunities from fund of a makhalla children allowance is paid to the families having children from 2 till 18 years. Material support is given also for rehabilitation and integration into society of such children. In a family and educational institutions preventive control for the purpose of identification of diseases is constantly carried out, treatment of children in out-patient conditions, hospitals and sanatoria is carried out, the constant dispanizarization is carried out.

Possession of parents of pedagogical knowledge, their legal and medical literacy play an important role in providing normal life of the child, physical development and increase of intellectual potential. In this regard for parents a number of popular scientific brochures and manuals ("State and children", "A group form of education in preschool educational institutions", "Training of children for school", "Secrets of relationship of adults and children"), a series of methodical manuals "Healthy mother – healthy child" is published. Manuals "Health Lessons", "Bases of Healthy Generation and Family" are developed for pupils of general secondary schools. On the website of the Ministry of Public education electronic versions of textbooks "Health Lessons" (1-4 classes), and "Healthy a way of life and a family" (10-11 classes), and also the multimedia program "Culture of Family Life" are placed. Their use yields positive results.
On the basis of the Healthy Mother – Healthy Child program embodying idea of protection of health of mothers and children, the whole complex of actions which are successfully carried out is developed.

Actual problem for the Republic is preventive vaccination of children till two years. Today inoculations against a diphtheria, cough, measles, a rubella, poliomyelitis, hepatitis "B" are received by children free of charge. All preventive centers are continuously provided with preparations and diseases vaccines, measles and other above-mentioned diseases, that is the state and the public assume responsibility for improvement of a national gene pool, health of mother and the child.

For the prevention of the diseases connected with deficiency of ferrum and folic acid in an organism, at schools, colleges and among the population are held discussions, lectures, evenings of questions and answers, radio and telecasts about value of these elements for health and organism activity, about need of enrichment of a food allowance of children are led by iodine and ferrum elements.

Problem of improvement of quality of training, education and development of children – the main task facing the state and public organizations. On the basis of the Law "About Education" and the National program for training reform of the system of continuous education which is recognized to all world communities is carried out.

Special significance in a state policy our country is attached to social protection of all children. Special conditions for the children who have lost supporters, with limited opportunities, children from groups of social and legal risk are created. Support of such children has to become the main task, a way of life of each state and public organization, each citizen. Social protection of children with special needs always was care not only the states, but also the people in which are inherent humanity, generosity and mercy.

In the country much attention is paid to execution of the priority directions of the state policy on ensuring wellbeing of children.

First, legal protection of interests of children, care about their health, support of a worthy standard of living are connected with wellbeing of mothers and families. That is, a state health of mother, the psychological atmosphere in a family depend on living conditions, level of the income, opportunity to use social services.

Secondly, ensuring welfare of mother and children, creation of a family and worthy life are connected with improvement of financial position of a family, employment of all able-bodied family members, increase of their income, education and upbringing.

Thirdly, the solution of a complex and multidimensional problem of providing safe life of children requires broad attraction to this activity of corporate, non-governmental, non-state, public organizations.

In the fourth, ensuring wellbeing of children has to lean on democratic principles, initiative development at all stages, and also on participation of bodies of civil self-government, public organizations, families are engaged also.

Fifthly, it is expedient to expand the international cooperation in this direction, to attract all available potential and resources for a solution of the problem of worthy life of children.
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